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WHAT RAILROADS ARE

SYSTEM A COMPLETE ONE

Organization. Is Marvellously Com-

plete and Intricate.
The organization of a modern railroad is so com-

plex that tHe passenger, reaping its benefits in

every moment of his travelling time, seldom real-

ize* what a wonderful machine the twentieth cen-

tury system of transportation has become. He
knows, of course, that there is an organization, but

the quasi public character that ithas com© to as-

sume is a sealed book to him.

To look at the payrolls of a great railroad would
be an illuminating experience for the layman. He

would realize the enormous number of men who

are dependent upon the road for their livelihood.
Jinny governments get along with fewer employes

than a great American trunk line, and with a sys-

tem loss complicated by far.
The railroad stretches out in every direction

from its metropolis, whether that be New York or

Boston, Philadelphia or Chicago, or some other
centre. Engineers, firemen, conductors and the
running crews of trains generally form a compar-

atively small portion of the army of employes.

There are ticket sellers everywhere; there are
auditors to check the accounts of the ticket agents.

Telegraphers and clerks, employed by hundreds or
by thousands, are engaged In work in every part of

the system.

The executive staff is large enough, but it is

small compared to that of the other, departments.
Freight, passenger traffic, maintenance, construc-
tion, motive power and a dozen other departments

call for their quota of men. A purchasing agent,

\u25a0with a carefully systematized department, manned
by experts along particular Hues, frays everything
that is to be used on the road, practically, upon
requisition from the various departments.

A department that is acquiring new Importance

in the modern railroad as industrial conditions
change has to do with pensions The railroad in

Its modern aspect is gradually finding itnecessary
to increase the scope of its pension system, and at
present almost every road of Importance in the
country has either .installed or its preparing to In- \u25a0

stall a comprehensive scheme of pensions, designed

to provide for the care of injured or superannuated
employes.

Every railroad maintains a legal department that
gives plenty of employment for a varying number
of lawyers, always, however, large. Questions are
coming up- all the time in railroad practice that the
public never hears about, but the legal department
of a railroad is one of its busiest, whether the fact
becomes a matter of general knowledge or not.

It is not only acidents that lead to claims that
keep the railroad's lawyers busy. Shippers and
consignees have constant complaints to make of

there are no other tenants. Yet. allowing for
natural and inevitable growth of departments, there
1.1 none too much room.

«
"Did she really say Ihad made a hog of

myself?"
"Not exactly in those words, but she said you

had become very dear to
—
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a sort of modified torture, undertake,! only In ease
I of thr direst necessity, and then with the pleasing

certainty of sleepless hours to regale the weary
traveller. Even the early sleeping cars, enormo'." 1?
Improvement over the prehistoric days when there
were none, were pretty miserable affairs, as unlike
as possible the palaces on wheels that are prepared

; now for the accommodation of those who choose to
I travel in the sleeping tours.

!tortionist to get into them at alt.
In those days heating of trains at nl^Jt**

i the daytime, for that matter, was aceuuyß**
• mostly by means of stoves, which were sot

•*
ineffective but dangerous in the extreme. '^J
disastrous fires were started by those gtove* •»
many wrecks recorded fatalities thai wocW \u25a0**

have occurred had the present heating methods lk*
in vogue. ———

damage to freight, and an enormous number of
cases of t'tis sort have to be handled in the course
of a year.

The best way to get an idea of the vastness of
the organization of the twentieth century railroad

is to look at the new twin office buildings used by

the New York Central and the New Haven at the

Grand Central Station. These big buildings are ex-
clusively for the occupancy of the railroads, and

EASIER GOING AT NIGHTI

Comforts New to the Man Who
Hasn't Travelled Recently.

Travelling at night is vastly more comfortable
than was once the case Time was when that was j

In the old days the sleeping car was a .Hn^
boxlikc arrangement, with little to commend 4 «
the man to search or a Right'* rest. Certain tone had to choose between a modern da? coach at
a sleeping car of the early SO'3- 13 a place la wiid
to travel all night the day coach would winLisa
down. The alleged berths were uncomfortable *
the extreme, with poor fittings, and wers of mA
proportions that a full steed man had to be a en*

CONSTRUCTION" WORK IN A BUSY Y.UII).

THE NEW YORK CENTRAL'S GREAT TERMINAL WORK, PERFORMED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE.
A CONSTRUCTION TRACK IN MIDAIRON THE LACKAWANNA CUTOFF.


